
Комплект заданий для учащихся 7-8 классов 

Part 1. Listening 

Time: 10 minutes 

 

You will hear a talk between a mother and her son on how to stop wasting time. For 

checking your understanding, reorder items A-E in tasks 1-5, and do the true/false choice 

for items 6- 10. You will hear the text twice.  

 

1. In tasks 1-5 write a letter A-E to put these tips in the order that you hear them. 

 

A) Turn off your music. 

B) Take away the things that stop you working. 

C) Have something to eat and drink on your desk.  

D) Put your pet outside.  

E) Turn off your instant messages. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

     

 

2. Choose True or False for these sentences. 

 

6) Tom doesn't know how to start studying.  

7) Tom's mum recommends having a sandwich on the desk.  

8) Tom doesn't want to turn off his phone at first.  

9) Tom needs the internet to study.  

10) Tom thinks his mum has helped him. 

 

6 7 8 9 10 

True / False True / False True / False True / False True / False 

 

 

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet.  



Part 2. Writing 

Time: 40 minutes 

 

You see this notice on an international English website for young people.  

 

Articles wanted!  

MUSIC LOVERS!  

Write an article telling us what your favourite kind of music is and when you listen to it. 

Is music important in your life? Why? What is the best way to find new songs or artists? 

The best articles answering these questions will be published next month.  

 

Write your article.  

You should write 100-110 words.  

Do not forget to write introduction, the main body and conclusion.  
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Part 3. Reading 

Time: 30 minutes 

 

Task 1 

 

Read the text. Match the headings (1–9) to the paragraphs (A–H). There is one 

heading you DO NOT NEED to use.  

 

 

1) The Beautiful Garden  

2) The Chocolate Box  

3) Cheesy Bites  

4) Fast Best  

5) The Lemon Tree  

6) Musical Chairs  

7) Last Days of the Raj  

8) A Taste of Tuscany  

9) Your Local Caff 

 

Food and restaurants  

 

A) A centrally located Indian restaurant, perfect for eating before or after the cinema or a 

show. In summer enjoy your meal in the beautiful garden. The most popular dishes are lamb and 

chicken cooked with mild, medium or hot spices. For brave customers there is extra hot!  

 

B) Whether you’d like a great value-for-money lunch or a relaxed evening meal in stylish 

surroundings, this is the place for you. The chefs have all been trained in Italy and they make 

both traditional and contemporary dishes. We recommend the pasta and seafood.  

 

C) Remember when cafés served full English breakfasts – sausages, beans, fried bread, 

bacon and eggs – with a strong cup of tea? Well, this place still does and you can have your 

breakfast at any time you like during the day while you listen to your favourite tunes from the 

1980s.  

 

D) This pretty restaurant serves healthy food that’s tasty too. Come in for a vegetarian 

snack at lunchtime or a great fruit smoothie or a cappuccino and a delicious piece of cake in the 

afternoon. Food is bought from local producers whenever possible.  

 

E) A restaurant that only serves cheese, but hundreds of cheeses from many countries and 

in lots of different forms. They serve reasonably priced lunches but dinner can be expensive. 

Lovely food and a very elegant dining room, looking onto an amazing flower garden.  

 

F) Fast food doesn’t have to be junk food, as this café proves. Do you fancy a really good 

hamburger made with the best ingredients, or old-fashioned fish and chips fried to perfection, all 

on the table in super-quick time? Speed and quality are important here, and the prices aren’t bad 

either.  

 

G) The owner of this small café used to cook all kinds of food, but then she realised she 

preferred desserts to anything else. If you want meat or fish, don’t come here. They only do 

desserts! Lots of different kinds of sweets. Chocolate lovers will be excited by the range of 

chocolate cakes.  



H) Have you noticed how music improves the taste of your food? This new restaurant has 

different types of live music every night except Sundays, and excellent food to go with it. Great 

fish dishes, steak and pizza. Monday is classic rock night, so see you there!  

 

 

A B C D E F G H 

        

 

 

Task 2 

 

Read the texts once more and match the people (A- F) with the best restaurant (1-7) 

for them. There is one extra restaurant you DO NOT NEED to choose. Mark this 

restaurant with the word “EXTRA” in the answer sheet. 

 

1) The Chocolate Box  

2) Cheesy Bites  

3) Fast Best  

4) The Lemon Tree  

5) Last Days of the Raj  

6) A Taste of Tuscany  

7) Your Local Caff 

 

 

A) 'My girlfriend and I are vegetarian. Could you recommend a suitable restaurant for 

us?' Tom, aged 18  

 

B) 'My friend has a sweet tooth and I want to take her somewhere special this weekend.' 

Lucy, aged 16  

 

C) 'My mates and I all love spicy food. Can you recommend somewhere good for us to 

go tonight?' Dino, aged 21  

 

D) 'I only get 30 minutes off for lunch and I'm in a hurry. Where can I get something 

quick to eat?' Melissa, aged 27  

 

E) 'Breakfast is the most important meal of the day in my opinion. Do you know 

anywhere that serves a good brekkie?' Micky, aged 38  

 

F) 'We love Italian food, especially pasta. Everyone loves Italian, don't they? Any good 

Italians near here?' Momo, aged 22  

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

       

Do not forget to mark the extra restaurant. Put the word “extra” in the necessary box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 3 

 

Read the text and fill in the missing sentences A – F into the marked spaces 1–5. 

There is one sentence which you do not need to use.  

 

A. this doesn’t show animals as they really are in the wild  

B. as if it was jumping like a gymnast  

C. that was the message behind them  

D. that the animals in the pictures were still wild animals  

E. that animals live very differently in different countries  

F. and another had added music  

 

Wildlife Art  

 

Go Wild! is a touring exhibition of wildlife photos and paintings by young artists. Its last 

stop has been in my city and I went last week. The pictures were produced by teenagers living in 

countries as far apart as Asia and Canada. There were often humans and animals working 

together in the pictures, and to me (1) _________. In one painting, for example, a girl was 

resting her head on an elephant. Some wildlife experts say (2) __________, and I agree. But that 

didn’t stop the pictures being beautiful. One artist, for example, had filmed videos of animals 

through coloured glass (3) __________ - they worked really well. There were also action photos. 

One was of a bear that had climbed up a tree in a garden in Canada and refused to come down. 

Wildlife experts sent the bear to sleep with a special vet’s gun – and a brilliant photographer saw 

a great opportunity. He took a photo showing the bear falling out of the tree, fast asleep, onto a 

rubber mat on the ground, (4) _________! The bear was later returned to the wild. And there 

were lots more amazing pictures like that! Another young photographer took a photo while 

swimming with an elephant – although she almost got kicked as a result. I was glad I didn’t 

know that when I first saw the picture! It reminded me (5) _________, and shouldn’t be trusted. 

But this photographer clearly felt the photo was worth the danger.  

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

     

 

 

 



Part 4. Use of English 

Time: 40 minutes 

 

Task 1 

Put each verb in brackets (1–30) into a suitable verb form. (0) – is done for you as an 

example. 

 

Example: It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him 

0 ____ (to cycle) through Holland.  

were cycling 

 

The Unfortunate Tandem 

 

It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him (0) __were 

cycling__ (to cycle) through Holland. As the roads (1) _______ (to be) stony, Harris asked his 

wife to sit tight. She (2) _______ (not/ can) explain later why she (3) _______ (to think) her 

husband (4) _______ (to order) her to jump down. And she did so. Harris (5) _______ (to go on) 

without turning his head. He believed his wife (6) _______ (to sit) behind him. Mrs Harris (7) 

_______ (to find) herself on the road alone.  

At first she supposed her husband (8) _______ (to want) simply to show his skill and he 

(9) _______ (to return) soon when he (10) _______ (to reach) the hill. But her husband 

disappeared in the wood. She (11) _______ (to begin) to cry as she had no money, and she (12) 

_______ (not know) Dutch.  

People (13) _______ (to think) she (14) _______ (to lose) something so they (15) 

_______ (to take) her to the police station. Meanwhile, Harris (16) _______ (to cycle) with great 

pleasure. But soon he felt wrong. He looked back but (17) _______ (to see) nobody there.  

While thinking how to find his wife he met some local people. They were sure he (18) 

_______ (to find) his wife at the police station. There he (19) _______ (to ask) when, where and 

why he (20) _______ (to lose) his wife.  

The meeting of Mr Harris and his wife was not a tender one.  

Be careful on the roads!  

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Task 2 

Match each group of adjectives with a suitable noun. There is an example for you. 

 

Example: a close/a long-distance/a tough   race 

 

21. a difficult/an exciting/a huge    A language  

22. lasting/wide-spread/minor    B challenge 

23. first/everyday/body     C recording 

24. effective/interview/traditional    D damage 

25. latest/pirate/live      E technique  

 

21 22 23 24 25 

     



Task 3 

Read the sentences below and replace the word ‘very’ and the noun that follows 

with a stronger word. Transfer the word to your answer sheet.  

 

Example: 0 – costly 0.  

0. The car is very expensive.   0. The car is costly.  

 

26. The girl is very pretty.   26. The girl is ______.  

27. The building is very old.  27. The building is ______.  

28. He is very rich.    28. He is ______.  

29. Your mark is very good.   29. Your mark is ______.  

30. The water is very warm.   30. The water is ______.  

31. The house is very large.   31. The house is ______.  

32. It is very cold outside.   32. It is ______ outside.  

33. The photo is very bad.   33. The photo is ______.  

34. The soup is very tasty.   34.The soup is ______.  

35. It was a very quick recovery.  35. It was a ______ recovery. 

 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

 

 

         

 

Task 4 

Do you know Great Britain? Decide if the following statements about Britain are 

True or False. 

 

36. The Romans brought the skills of reading and writing to Britain.  

True / False 

 

37. Big Ben is the official name of the clock tower of the Houses of Parliament in 

Westminster.  

True / False 

 

38. In Shakespeare’s time there were no actresses, all female parts were played by male 

actors.  

True / False 

 

39. ‘Bank’ holidays are called so because these are the days on which banks are legally 

closed.  

True / False 

 

40. Yorkshire pudding is usually eaten as a dessert like other puddings.  

True / False 

 

36 37 38 39 40 

     

 

 

 

 

 


